Abstract mation flows within a computer network. Our motivation originates in the observation that existing models, includTwo classic categories ofmodels existfor computer neting network information flow and network of queues, each works. network information flow and network of queues.
clude flow conservation at relay nodes and capacity limits topologies, and lacks the multi-hopflow routing dimension.
at links [2, 3] . In computer network research, the network In this work, we seek to combine advantages from both flow model has been adopted for modelling unicast routmodels. We start with the network informationflow model ing [8, 13] , where data streams flow from one sender to and replace each infinitelypowerful node with afinitely caone receiver. The structure of multicast routing, where data pacitied queue system instead. We show that the optimal flows from one sender to multiple receivers, is not a simple routing problems for unicast, multiple unicasts and mulnetwork flow anymore, since information may be replicated ticast can all be formulated as convex optimization proband flow conservation does not hold [6, 13] . Nonetheless, lems. As a necessary step in validating the modelfor multia recent break through in information theory [1, 10] sugcast routing, we show that network coding does not change gests that, by further considering the encodable property of the memoryless nature of traffic. We examine the correctinformation flows, multicast routing can be modelled as a ness ofthe models through simulations and show that they union of conceptual network flows [12, 15] . behave differently than traditional link-cost based network flow models.~~~~~~~~~~The network flow based routing model in computer networks successfully characterizes the general graph topology of a network, the multi-hop flow routing nature in data transmission, as well as the unique encodable and replica-1. INTRODUCTION ble properties of information flows (in the case of multicast). However, network flow based routing essentially igThe routing of information flows with performance obnores the limited capabilities of nodes (end-hosts, routers jectives has been an important direction in networking re- and switches) in the network, and assume that they are search. Depending on the application, performance objecinfinitely powerful. While such assumptions may be actives may include high throughput(e.g. [12] ), or quality of ceptable in commodity networks, where flows simply pass service objectives such as loss and delay (e.g. [14, 18] 
objective function is,
where N(u) T is the set of upstream neighbours of u, and (4) and flow b at the coding node u. By the first constraint:
Substituting d' into equation 6 gives the following: (7) T(U) = I,u) It has been shown in previous work that network coding Proofof Theor7em 2:
facilitates optimal multicast algorithm design [1, 113] . Clearly, constraints 5c-e are convex since they are linear.
We consider a model for multicast that incorporates netNext, we turn our attention to the objective function and work coding while minimizing the overall multicast flow delay. Since the network is modelled as a network of 0 at steady-state is 0. As a result, the output process queues, we first examine whether or not this model is appliof node u will be a Poisson distribution with A = Xa. cable when network coding is considered, i.e., whether traf-
The flow with the lower arrival rate limits the amount fic flows remain memoryless after processing due to netof coded packets that the node may output. work coding.
In 
follow the same distribution in the departing flow as in the T(u),f'( uv ) > 0 Vu,i,V uv non-backlogged flow.
We now consider 3 possible scenarios.
The objective function is the overall multicast flow delay across the network. The first constraint, similar to * Xa <Xb. Consider a cut between any pair ofneighborour previous models, defines the delay at a node based on ing states in the Markov chain when Xa < ib. In this results from queuing theory. Constraint 8b ensured that the case, flows (probability transitions) across the cut will system will be ergodic as the processing capacity of the not be balanced. As a consequence, the system moves node is not exceeded. Virtual links are defined between toward states that are in the bottom branch and continthe receiving nodes and the sender, with flow rate equal to ues to progress down the bottom branch as the probthe desired throughput for each receiver. The flow balance ability of moving further down the branch is greater constraint is enforced on the conceptual flows of each of than the probability of moving back toward state 0. the k receivers in constraint 8d. Finally, it must be the case Eventually the probability for the system to be at state that no single flow can exceed the capacity of a link. In this model each fI is a conceptual unicast flow from s to Figure 6 . Example graph to compare our ti. Note that constraint 8e requires each conceptual flow model to previous models rate be upper-bounded by link capacity, instead of having the summation of them bounded by link capacity. This is due to the celebrated multicast feasibility characterization with network coding [ Performance of the Single Multicast Model is considand 1500. ered in Figure 5 . We examine impacts of increasing the First, results are derived for the Single Unicast Model, throughput for each receiver on the weighted delay of the as shown in Figure 2 . We consider the weighted delay for entire multicast session. For the evaluation we use a neta session as its throughput is increased from 100 to 1000.
work of 20 nodes and a multicast session with 5 receivers. In this test, we fix the number of nodes in the topology at The throughput to each receiver is varied from 100 to 1000. 50. We observe that the weighted delay for the unicast sesWe observe an increase in weighted delay that is roughly sion increases in an exponential fashion as the throughput exponential for linear increase in the throughput of the sesof the session is increased linearly. This is consistent with sion. This is to be expected given results from queuing thethe behavior of an M/M/1 queue as the load on the server ory and is consistent with observations for the Single and increases.
Multiple Unicast Models. Figure 3 . Weighted delay for Figure 4 . Weighted delay for Figure 5 . Weighted delay for a single session as the numtwo sessions as the throughthe multicast session as the ber of concurrent sessions put of session 2 is increased. throughput for the receivers is increased.
is increased. Based Model is greater than the amount directed toward
